Home Learning w/b: 12.4.20

Phonics

The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Digraph ‘th’.
Watch and listen to the jolly song for introducing ‘th’. Notice it makes two sounds; a hard sound
‘this’ and a soft sound ‘thin’ Jolly Phonics /Th/ sound song - YouTube
Watch:
Geraldine the Giraffe learns the /th/ sound - YouTube
Soft sound ‘th’.
Think, thump, thumb, thin, thing, thick, three, thorn, tooth, month
Write the words on cards and read them together. Play musical statues by laying them on the
floor, then playing music. When the music stops, read the word closest to you.
Hard sound ‘th’.
This, that, then, them, with
Write these words on cards and hide them in your house, then go seek!
TH Digraph Sound | TH Song and Practice | ABC Phonics Song with Sounds for Children - YouTube
'th' Words | Blending Phonics Phase 3 - YouTube

Story

Watch the animation The Very Hungry Caterpillar Animated Film - YouTube




Have a bag of fruit/veg and a paper plate for each day. Choose a piece of fruit/veg from the
bag for each day and say the sentences together. (On Monday he ate etc)
This week we will make fruit kebabs for the Very Hungry Caterpillar. You could use any
combination of fruit and vegetables that you have at home.
In school, we would teach the children how to cut safely with a knife.

Always hold the end of the fruit furthest
away from the knife.
Never touch the blade.




Maths

Use the words cut and slice.
Describe the fruit on your kebab. What shape is it? What colour? Texture? size?

Numbers to 20
 recognising small numbers of objects without counting
take a small handful of objects (Less than7) and estimate or say how many there are, then
check by counting them. Do this with different objects.
 Count to 10 and back again. Make a number line by writing numbers to 10 on pieces of
paper and lining them up in order. Use this to support counting.
 Challenge: count to and back from 20 in the same way.
 Find 10…make collections of 10 objects. Repeat for 20.
 Count to 20 and Workout | Fun Counting Song for Kids | Count by 1's to 20 | Jack
Hartmann - YouTube



Learning to Count up to 15 with Teddy Numbers Interactive
Maths Game (topmarks.co.uk)



Learn to Count up to 10 with Underwater Counting Maths Game
(topmarks.co.uk)

Creative

Share the song:
The Tiny Caterpillar Song, Songs for Early Years, Foundation Stage, Spring/Summer, - YouTube
Play along with musical instruments.

Make a flower or plant
collage.
Understandin
g the World

How A Caterpillar Becomes A Butterfly | The Dodo - YouTube

Go on a minibeast hunt.

